Introduction

The Hungarian and Portuguese systems of education are twelve years long, which include the elemental and secondary levels. In Hungary, the education is obligatory until the 8th grade, corresponding to the termination of Primary School and following four years of Secondary School. At present, some schools have begun to introduce other experimental structures (for example, six years of Elementary School, three years of Secondary School and three years of High School), but these ones can still be considered isolated cases, being applied with the purpose of verifying their organizational and educational effect.

In Portugal, the twelve years of general education are divided in two periods. The first one is called "basic" or "elementary", the second one "secondary". The basic period consists of three stages, each of them divided into three years, while the secondary period has a total of three years.

Teaching Geography and concepts related to maps

The Hungarian pupils acquire the first knowledge of Geography in 2nd grade, when they begin to learn topics as elemental shapes of the relief and principal differences between town and city in the subject "Learning and protecting the Environment". This subject is also taught in the 3rd and 4th grades, introducing children to elemental cartographic concepts about the shape of the Earth, the cardinal points and the orientation. These lessons are deepened and widened with other new concepts in grade 5, in the subject "Learning about Nature", when the children learn the majority of the map concepts to use during the remaining years of primary and secondary schools (Table 1). Not only in the subjects directly related to Geography they learn these concepts: in the subject "Hungarian Grammar" they learn about geographic names (in 3rd and 5th grades), while in Mathematics they practice the interpretation of charts (diagrams), measuring of distances and angles, etc., as well as they solve exercises based on the use of maps (Figure 1).
In Portugal, I could observe that many and different textbooks are published for the same subject in a determined grade. A very similar situation began to emerge in Hungary in the last five years: the Ministry of Education has approved the introduction of a new national curriculum and diverse local curricula for the general education. New publishing houses have been founded and these publishers have edited their own textbooks for elementary and secondary education, which are based on different curricula. Because of this, during the present research I have consulted simultaneously textbooks edited by different publishers, trying to obtain a general background of the map concepts that children learn in both countries.

The Portuguese system of education is very similar to the Hungarian until grade 4. They begin to learn about the shapes of the relief and to compare the different kinds of settlements in the subject "Estudo do meio" (Learning about Environment) from the 2nd grade. This subject is taught also in 3rd and 4th grades, learning elemental concepts as cardinal points, orientation, etc (Table 1). In the 5th and 6th grades we can find the first difference between the two methods of Geography teaching: the subject "Learning about Environment" is substituted by the "History and Geography of Portugal", which includes historic and geographic themes. This situation remains until the 7th grade, when History and Geography begin to be taught independently of each other. In this grade, the Portuguese pupils review (and complete with other new concepts) the major part of the map concepts they learnt in the first two stages, from grade 2 to grade 6.

| SHORT COMPARISON OF THE TEACHING OF MAP CONCEPTS |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| PORTUGAL        | HUNGARY         |
| 2nd grade       |                 |
| - Presentation of easy maps of Portugal, with the principal cities. | - Elemental shapes of relief (plain, hill, mountain) |
|                  | Differences between city and town. |
|                  | - Graphic comparison between the elemental shapes of the relief. |
| - Elemental comparison (based on photos) between different kinds of settlements (city-town-village) and regions (beach-field-mountain). "Maps" (sketches) of quarters or districts. | |
| - Tracing routes on maps or sketches. | |
| 3rd grade       |                 |

Figure 1: Examples about the teaching of concepts related to maps in different subjects in Hungary
### 4th grade
- Poles, Equator, meridians and parallels. Shape of the Earth. Globe and world map.
- Puzzle of a hypsometric map of Portugal. Maps to colour. Understanding hypsometry: Completion of chart based on the colours of a map.
- Review: Orientation, use of a compass.

### 5th grade
- Latitude and longitude. (Theory and practice)

### 6th grade
- Drawing "historical routes" and symbols on maps.
- Workbook with blind maps, to draw historical themes on the maps.

### 7th grade
- Origin of the geographical names from other countries.
- Use of maps in subjects related to Geography and History.

### 8th grade
- Use of maps in subjects related to Geography and History.
- Shape of the Earth: Geoid.
- Comparison of settlements according to the number of habitants. Representation and identification of them on the maps. Use of geographic co-ordinates on maps.

**Practical lessons are written with italic font**

### Table 1: Brief comparison of the teaching of map concepts in Portugal and Hungary

Some considerations about both methods to teach map concepts
If I have to describe the methodology of teaching concepts related to maps in only one sentence, then I could say that while the Hungarian method presents theoretical definitions about maps in more detail, the Portuguese method is more practical and the learning of cartographic concepts is based principally on the map use in the classroom. Table 1 allows us to outline the principal coincidences and differences between them:

- In both countries there are themes taught with special interest (in theory and practice), constituting the base of the cartographic knowledge to be acquired by the children: shapes of the relief, shape of the Earth, its representation as a globe and a map, orientation (including cardinal points and the use of the compass), scale of the maps and geographic coordinate system.
- Beginning from grade 2, the Portuguese textbooks present easy maps of Portugal to illustrate the content and to draw routes on them between cities. These maps contain only coasts, principal rivers and cities. Maps are included in the Hungarian textbooks from the 3rd grade, when children learn the first concepts about maps (Figure 2).
- Some theoretical aspects of cartography are expounded in more detail in the Hungarian textbooks. I may mention the hypsometry and kinds of maps (geographical, political, tourist, etc.) among them.
- In Portugal, the basic concepts about the history of maps are principally related to the discovery travels conducted by the Portuguese navigators in the 15th century. The Hungarian pupils learn this topic more widely, including maps from the Marshall Islands, Egyptian maps, Roman maps, medieval maps and Hungarian maps, mentioning also famous cartographers as Ptolemy, Mercator, Ortelius and some Hungarian cartographers.
- In both systems, the teaching to use thematic maps is not explained in the textbooks. The learning of this theme is based on the practical use of thematic maps in other subjects (like History), and in the teacher’s explanations about it. In Portugal, however, the learning method offers more opportunities for the pupils to familiarize themselves with this kind of maps in a practical way.

**Figure 2:** First maps presented for the pupils in the Portuguese (left) and Hungarian (right) schools.

An interesting Portuguese experience: children create their own maps
A very positive aspect of the teaching of map concepts in Portugal is the activities oriented in the text- and workbooks to learn map reading with the use of non-conventional methods of teaching. The methods can be divided into two groups:

- **Learning and playing**: These activities are oriented in grade 3 for the first time, when the pupils learn the orientation and they make their own compass. In 4th grade, children make a puzzle using a hypsometric map of Portugal, and in 5th grade they build a model of the relief of the Iberia Peninsula following the teacher's orientations (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: Indications to make a model of relief in a Portuguese textbook.](image)

- **Creating their own maps**: The textbooks in 4th grade include maps to be coloured by the children. In grade 5 the use of the Classroom Atlas is introduced. This Atlas contains blind maps related directly to the content of the textbook ("History and Geography of Portugal"). At the end of the different chapters we find indications with which map the pupils ought to work. In the Classroom Atlas, children read the precise information about how to create this map. If the children have any difficulty, then the teacher can help them in the solution of this task. In this way, the pupils create their own Historical Atlas, and under the teacher's guidance they acquire aptitude to interpret the information represented in the thematic maps they are going to use in the forthcoming years (Figure 4). In 6th grade they work again with this kind of Atlas (called also "Support Workbook" in other textbooks), creating also their own historical maps. I would remark that this Atlas does not substitute the printed Historical Atlas or School Atlas used by them during the lessons: both atlases complete each other.

![Figure 4: Indications to work with the Classroom Atlas.](image)
These two countries have begun programmes for the introduction of digital technologies in the education. In Portugal, the programme called "Nónio século XXI" ("Child, 21th Century") represents this nation in the programme "European Schoolnet", which groups the member countries of the European Union and future members of this organization. The Portuguese Ministry of Science and Technology works in the project "Ciência Viva" ("Live Science"), which presents homepages on the Web containing themes of scientific interest, specially designed for children.

A nice example is the homepage "Latitude e longitude" (Figure 5), presenting concepts related to cartography, specifically orientation and geographic co-ordinate system. The address of this site is: http://www.ucv.mct.pt/equinocio/

Beginning from 1997, the Hungarian Ministry of Education has worked to create a national net for the access of secondary and elemental schools to Internet, called "Írisz-Sulinet" programme. Actually, all the secondary schools and more than 500 primary schools (of a total of 3500) are connected to Internet. One of the objectives of this programme is to offer homepages presenting attractively designed materials for the young visitors and based on the content of the subjects to learn. The Department of Cartography of Eötvös Loránd University participates in this initiative and has prepared a homepage to present map concepts learnt by the children in the Hungarian schools (Figure 6). This homepage (entitled "About the maps....") can be found on this address: http://lazarus.elte.hu/hun/dolgozo/jesus/gyerterk/princ/terktable.htm.
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